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Abstract
In this paper, we consider the heat transfer and flow problems in perforated domains
with phase change [1] . Mathematical model contains convection-diffusion equation for
the temperature and Stokes or Darcy equation for the flow. Heat transport with phase
change described by the Stefan model [2, 3] . For simulation of flow with moving phase
change boundary, we use fictitious domain method. For approximation by space of the
equation we use the finite element method. For solution of such problem main difficulty
related to the convection-diffusion equations in the case when the convective term
dominates over diffusion. The standard approximation using the classical Galerkin
method can lead to oscillations in the solution of the problem at high Peclet numbers.
For a stable solution of this problem, SUPG is used.For approximation of flow problem,
we use Taylor-Hood finite elements for Stokes flow and mixed finite element method
for Darcy flow [4]. We present the numerical results for model problem in perforated
domain in two-dimensional and three-dimensional formulations.
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